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Android authority huawei mate 20 lite

Huawei announced today that it has officially shipped over 10 million units of its Huawei Mate 20 series of smartphones. While the release doesn't explain as much, the Mate 20 series includes at least five different smartphones. For comparison, Samsung reportedly delivered eight million units of the Samsung Galaxy S9
and Galaxy S9 Plus in its first month. Regardless, Huawei pushing 10 million units, which is mostly a very high-end series for smartphones, is a remarkable achievement. Only the Huawei Mate 20 Lite - launched in late August 2018 - does not feature a premium price tag with a recommended retail price of 380 pounds
(~$497). The Huawei Mate 20 Pro is probably the biggest seller in the group because it offers almost all the top-of-the-line specs you could want for the 2018 flagship with a collection of cool colors to choose from. The Huawei Mate 20 X was also likely to be very popular, with its huge display and focus on gaming. The
vanilla Huawei Mate 20 appeals to those who want a certain flagship performance while keeping the price relatively reasonable. It is a flipside that Huawei's Porsche Design Mate 20 RS pushes very limits on how much a smartphone can cost, with its maximum pricing topping out to 2,095 euros (~$2,356). It's unlikely
Huawei sold too much of that option. The most important thing to keep in mind about Huawei and its sales numbers is that it does not sell smartphones in one of the world's largest markets: the United States. If Huawei could sell phones in the U.S., it's highly likely that it would be shipping far more than 10 million units in
the Huawei Mate 20 series. NEXT: Huawei files a lawsuit against the U.S. over a government equipment ban on Evan Blass Pictures huawei mate 20 Lite leaked today through Evan Blass.The images show that the Mate 20 Lite is notched on the screen, unlike the previous Mate 10 line. We don't know if the other Mate
20 phones are notches, but these pictures make it seem likely. We look forward to the launch of the Huawei Mate 20 series, which includes the vanillaMate 20 and Huawei Mate 20 Pro. It also seems that there is a Huawei Mate 20 Lite, and we have our first look at this pictures above via Evan Blass (@EVLeaks). The
first thing you notice is the big limit at the top of the screen, which looks a lot like the limit of the iPhone X. Unfortunately, if you hoped for a boundary-less experience as you had in the Huawei Mate 10 line, you may be in luck. The Huawei P20 line , which launched earlier this year, includes three variants, all notched
screen. Therefore, it is very likely that the Mate 20 line will follow suit and push the notched screen on each variant. However, there is also the Huawei Mate RS Porsche Edition, a $2,000 smartphone in-display fingerprint scanner and no limit to see. It may be possible - if unlikely - that the Huawei Mate 20 Pro could
feature Design. If that were true, the Mate 20 and Mate 20 Lite would be pruning, while the Mate 20 Pro would not be. It's all speculation on our part, but one thing is certain: any hope that the Mate 20 line would go completely to the limit-less is now a dash of good. The Mate 20 line might seem more like the P20 line, as
some of the rumours we hear are true, like the Mate 20 Pro having a triple lens camera setup on the back, like the P20 Pro. But we've also heard the rumor that the Mate 20 could come with a ridiculous 5000mAh battery that will definitely fix the phone onto the pack. Check out our rumour roundup of Mate 20 in a row by
clicking below: NEXT: Huawei Mate 20 series: All rumors in one place Evan Blass polish retail site X-Kom's live listings for Huawei Mate 20 Lite.The list reveals specs on a device that fits nicely with rumors we've heard before. Huawei Mate 20 Lite costs 1599 Polish złoty (~ $436) and is either black or blue. Huawei
appears to be sticking to the release strategy of last year's Huawei Mate 10 line in this year's Mate 20 series. Just like last year, the Huawei Mate 20 Lite hits shelves over a month before the launch of the Mate 20 and Mate 20 Pro.And as earlier this year huawei p20 line, Polish retail site X-Kom's Mate 20 Lite listed on
pre-order well before any other sites. Although Polish retail items should not be taken as gospel, it is quite likely that the device's data, photos and information are accurate. So don't think of it as an official reveal, but you may very likely bank an official reveal that contains the same information. For this small disclaimer,
specs of Mate 20 Lite line up well with the rumors we've announced over the last few weeks. Mate 20 Lite has a 6.3-inch LCD resolution of 2340 x 1080 in 19.5:9 ratio, pixel density 409ppi. This screen contains a large ol' iPhone X-style border at the top. Inside, the Mate 20 Lite runs the Kirin 710 chipset, the first 12nm
chipset huawei. It has an ARM Mali G5 GPU and has added 4GB of RAM and 64GB of internal memory. There is also a microSD slot to expand the storage space, although we do not yet know how much memory it can handle. Previous rumours suggested the Mate 20 Lite would come up with 6GB of storage, but that
doesn't seem to be the case on this list. However, it may be that there is a 6GB option that raises the price a little; We have to wait and see. X-Kom On the back of your device, you'll find a two-lens camera setup with a 24MP shooter associated with a 2MP camera. You will also find a fingerprint sensor on the back with
the necessary camera flash. On the front you'll find another two-camera setting to take some high-quality selfies. The front sensors are 20MP and 2 MP, which is almost the same behind. Everything can be powered by a 3750mAh battery that can be quickly charged usb-c port at the bottom of the device. Huawei Mate 20
Lite comes with Android 8.1 Oreo box-skinned EMUI 8.2, and it's likely that it will eventually get an upgrade to Android 9.0 Pie.X-Kom lists device and free Huawei smart scale at 1599 Polish złoty (~$436). The Mate 20 Lite is blue or black, while the smart scale is only white. The X-Commis has no ship date, but it will
likely send it at some point in September. It is likely that the Huawei Mate 20 Lite will receive an official release sometime in the next few days. However, we will probably wait until October to see the official launch of the Huawei Mate 20 and Mate 20 Pro.NEXT: Here's where Huawei plans to launch the Android Pie-based
EMUI 9 update Huawei has shown in the Mate 20 Lite at IFA, along with four cameras. Huawei's newest smartphone also offers Kirin 710 chipsets and 4GB of RAM. The phone continues huawei trend using AI branding with a variety of features. The Huawei Mate 20 will not officially launch ifa 2018, but the Chinese
company has shown a cheaper Mate 20 Lite in Berlin instead. Faithful to TENAA submission, we have a phone with a vertically stacked dual camera setup and fingerprint scanner, all of which are located in a distinctive bar. As for core specs, expect kirin 710 chipset, 4GB RAM, 64GB expandable storage, 6.3-inch notch
full HD+ display (2340 x 1080) and 3750mAh battery with 18 watts of charging. Read: Huawei Mate 20 could set a new standard for super fast wireless charging Moving photography in the field, Huawei's newest phone offers 20MP + 2MP pairing on the back and 24MP + 2MP combination of selfies. The company is
pushing AI branding here as usual, requiring support for 200 different scenarios in eight categories through front cameras, and 500 scenarios in 22 categories through rear cameras. Huawei is also touting real-time HDR previews, QMoji (Huawei's shameless take on Animoji) and Apple-style studio lighting through front
cameras. Rear cameras have some standout features too, namely smart composition (helping users frame their shots) and 480fps in slow motion. With smart composition, it's unclear if it's just a camera network or something more interactive and useful. AI here, there, and everywhere huawei mate 20 LiteDisplay6.3-inch,
19.5:9, FHD + (2340x1080), FullView, 2.5D, LCD Display ( 409ppi)SoCKirin 710 SoC ( (4 x 2.2 GHz Cortex A73 + 4 x 1.7 GHz Cortex A53)GPUARM Mali G51 GPURAM4GBStorage 64GB + microSD support up to 256GBCameras20MP + 2MP dual rear cameras (f/1.8), with PDAF, AI-Enhanced Bokeh, Super Slo-Mo,
Smart Lineup, Intelligent Shooting. 24MP +2MP dual-lock front cameras HDR Pro support, Studio Lighting, 3D QmojiBattery3,750mAh + 18W quick-charge supportIP RatingTBCSensorsIfingerprint sensor, proximity sensor, accelerometer, com passNetworkWi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n/ac, Wi-Fi Direct, hotspotConnectivityUSB
Type C, NFC, 3.5mm headphone jackSoftwareAndroid 8.1 Oreo, EMUI 8.2 Dimensions and x 75.3 x 7.6mm, 172gColorsKuld, Black, Blue. The company's AI push doesn't stop at the camera because we have an AI shopping assistant, an AI Game Suite, and AI noise cancellation. The shopping assistant seems the same
AR-enabled shopping experience with other phones, and the AI Game Suite just prioritizes game-related processes and blocks notifications while playing time. The AI noise suppression function seems to be at first glance a noise suppression function in your factory. However, the feature also puts the call on hold,
instead of dropping it when there is no connectivity. And when the network signal improves, huawei says the phone will automatically connect to the call. Other Mate 20 Lite features include USB Type-C connectivity, NFC, headphone jack and EMUI 8.2 atop Android 8.1.Expect the phone to go on sale in the UK at
Carphone Warehouse, Vodafone and EE for 379 pounds (~$493). We have asked for details on pricing and availability in other countries and will update the article accordingly. NEXT: The first alleged images of the Google Pixel 3 (not XL) are here with specs specs
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